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Chapter 1 : What does the Bible say about white magic?
Find great deals on eBay for white magic spell books. Shop with confidence.

Rate this post Effective White magic spells for love Have you ever heard of a white magic spell book PDF and
hard copy? Well it contains all the spells that you can ever find the world of white magic. Personally, I do not
deal with white magic spells because they are very weak. I deal with the most powerful black magic spells
using African black magic. Today, for the sake of consumers of white magic, I would like to offer some
enlightenment on what white magic spells are and the facts about the white magic spell book PDF. Much has
been said about white magic, some say it does not exist because all spells are the same, other scholars like me
say that it is weak and does not work. We will talk about myths and truths of this enigma: Magic for love, and
spells for falling in love are the rituals most resorted to by people of good faith and intention. They are
spiritual spells that can be cast for health, money and love, couple bonds, rituals and spells for the lottery and
for fortune. Clairvoyance and tarot are part of the special energy of this ancient gadget. White or natural
magic, which through natural causes produces extraordinary effects that seem supernatural, are special
invocations through candles and religious elements. This magic is definite weak and more inferior to black
magic. You can find white magic spells in the white magic spell book PDF. Why are White Magic spells
used? People who are new in the word of magic believe that these spells are used to overcome evil. They also
believe that the spells are used to fight spiritual forces that destroy human resentment and bad desires of
people who suffer. They claim that if you have health problems, money and love, white magic will help you. It
is the laying on of hands that will cause the recovery of your spirit in you. However, I would like to tell you
one thing: The white magic spells found in the white magic spell book PDF are normally cast with photos and
candles, with the clear objective of helping and strengthen ties and bonds of love. This is what you also find in
black magic too. If you would like to know the difference between white and black magic in detail, and how
you can get access to the white magic spell book PDF; contact me now using the form below. Nana using the
form below Your Name required.
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Chapter 2 : White Magic Info- rituals & spells, oracles, meditation. Learn magic!
Free white magic spells are always a must-have for any new witch, and you can find them for pretty much anything. This
section is dedicated to white magic, but the truth is that there is no real reason to divide spells up this way.

What is white magic, and what makes it white? If you are new to Wicca this may be one of the questions you
will be wanting to know the answer to. In this article I will discuss what white magic is and how to identify
whether a spell is a white magic spell or not. I will also explore what black magic is, and the ethics of casting
different types of spells. What is White Magic? White magic could be summarised as magic for good or
selfless purposes. It is the magic that celebrates and honours Mother Nature. The term white magic can also be
used to refer to the religion of Wicca as a whole, as it is a religion which is based on harming none. But why is
it white? Magic has no colour. We only think of magic in terms of colour because of the connotations we
associate with different colours. White is a pure, innocent colour, whereas black is associated with evil. This
can be extended to associating the colours red and pink with spells of love, and green with money spells. What
is Black Magic? It is magic used for selfish or evil purposes such as manipulating or hurting others. In popular
media an association is made between black magic, dark voodoo and satanism. You can think of magic in
terms of energy. White magic gives energy to systems in order to uplift them. People who use white magic are
happy people, or those seeking happiness. Black magic takes energy away, using it to create chaos, disruption
or destruction. How do I know if a Spell is White Magic? When conducting a spell you need to consider the
morals involved. In doing so, you can turn to The Wiccan Rede. The Wiccan Rede is a statement that details
the key moral system of Wicca. A way of knowing if your spells are white magic or not, is seeing if they abide
by the Rede. Does the magic you are casting affect someone else? If it does affect someone in a negative way,
then you could say that is black magic. But what if they do not know they are being influenced by a spell? If a
spell effects only yourself or is a selfless spell that does not influence others, then you can consider it white
magic. It is worth noting that not all practitioners use these terms. Some do not believe in defining magic as
black or white. There are many books telling you how to perform a love spell, and they are the type of spell
that Wiccans may be most commonly asked to do. But are love spells ethical? Many love spells are designed
to make someone fall in love with you. But by making it about a specific person you are trying to take away
that persons free will. Whilst conducted with the good intention of unrequited love, you are manipulating
someone to do something that is against their wishes. If you wish to practice a love spell, the ethical way of
doing one is to not focus on a specific target, and to make it about yourself instead. Focus on making yourself
feel worthy of love. Why not try a spell to help you meet new people, or to improve your self confidence. You
may then find that love will naturally come your way. Money Spells What do people desire almost as much as
love? You are not asking for someone else to get less money, only for you to have more. However think about
the consequences of how you ask for the money to come to you. You could ask for a promotion that someone
else deserved, or win the bingo game where the sum of money should have gone to someone who needed it
more. You could find money in the street, but what about the person who dropped it? When casting a spell of
abundance it is best to think about the money coming to you in a way which is benevolent. That way you are
not trying to receive money in a way that will be detrimental to others. Be honest with yourself about whether
you are casting the spell with need or desire. There is nothing greedy about asking for money if you are going
to do good things with it. Healing Spells Healing spells are another popular type of spell where the ethics have
to be considered, whether that be healing in a physical or emotional sense. There are many types of healing
magic that can be used on yourself or others. Is it ethical to do a healing spell? The ethics are to be considered
where you are healing someone else. Do you have the permission of the person who needs healing that they
are happy for you to do the spell for them? What is your connection to the person? For a healing spell to really
be ethical, you need that persons consent. Please note that healing spells must not be substituted for any
conventional medical care. Do attend a doctor if you, your child or other loved one displays compromised
health. Healing spells can be performed in conjunction with other healthcare, to facilitate an effective and
balanced return to health. Revenge Spells Revenge spells or curses can seem tempting at times. If someone has
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done you wrong, it can feel that doing a spell to get revenge is only fair. You are holding onto negative energy
instead of releasing it. Many people believe in the rule of three. That is that whatever energy you put out into
the world will return to you three-fold. Therefore putting out negative energy in the form of a revenge spell
may send negative energy back to you. Put your energy instead into being better than that and doing
something positive. The best revenge is to let go of resentment and be happy. How to get Started with White
Magic So now we have discussed different types of spells and the ethics of conducting them, you may feel
ready to learn white magic. If in doubt when casting spells, think about casting a passive spell using passive
magic. Passive magic is a bit like karma ; believing that doing something good will one day come back to you.
Active magic is practising magic where you have one clear goal at the end. When you are starting out the best
thing you can do is learn. Purchase a few books on Wicca and read about the different types of white magic
spells there are and how to do them. The best spells to start out with are simple spells which do not require
complicated rituals or expensive items. I hope you enjoy starting your spiritual journey! Holly is a writer who
specialises in writing about Paganism, folk tales and also writes fiction. Her magical interests include
herbalism and tarot. When not writing Holly works in a museum. Holly loves walking, nature and watching
horror films. Check out our Wiccan shop for a treasure trove of magickal goods!
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To practice white magic, you must have a basic understanding of intent and philosophy to avoid detrimental
side effects. You can learn how to prepare and properly use white magic, then successfully create spells. What
Is White Magic? Black magic is practiced with the intent of causing harm in some form, but white magic is
practiced with good intentions. Practitioners of white magic are often of the Wiccan faith, which may be
described as a modern pagan religion that looks to the earth for guidance in base methods and beliefs. A
primary Wiccan belief is the law of threefold return, which simply means that each action will be returned to
the perpetrator in three times its original magnitude, whether good or bad. The practice of white magic by
Wiccans typically consists of prayers, rituals and benevolent spells but may also include objects thought to
imbue luck to the carrier, such as talismans or crystals. Preparation If you decide to cast a white magic spell,
check the alignment of all elements. To accurately execute a hex, charm or spell, consult the following: You
can determine and enhance these with the proper amount of research and meditation. Skipping preparation will
decrease the power of any white magic attempts. You need to know which direction is south. Sitting or
standing in the south, facing north, position the sun candle in front of you. Light the candle with the matches,
and allow the flame to grow tall and steady. Hold your hand around the candle, letting the light fill your
palms. Focus all your attention on the flame. Say the verse below in a voice of command. Allow the candle to
burn for at least 30 minutes, then extinguish the flame by blowing it out, not by snuffing. Turn Odds in Your
Favor Prep: Practice when the moon is full. Facing the full moon, say the verse below, varying tempo or
volume based on the amount of luck you need. Lady of luck come out of your hidden course, Bless your light
upon me as the light of the moon shines above. In the light of luck will be blessed I, when the moon is next to
be full. Visualize yourself sitting in the middle of a pentagram, facing upward, with three circles of purple
light surrounding you. In an unwavering, demanding voice, repeat the first two lines of the following verse
three times, then repeat the last line twice: Creating Your Own White Magic Spells White magic charms or
spells are often highly personal, so you may want to create your own, which will allow you to address needs
not specifically stated in an average spell. Your belief in your spell is the best assurance of success. First, the
desire to harness the universal powers in concentrated form must be for good only. Second, paying homage to
gods or goddesses in your chant with a simple praise can add fortitude to your spell. Third, you may want to
incorporate prayer beads, a rosary or similar tool to aid in keeping rhythm while chanting. This is not
necessary but may add to your overall feeling of power. Fourth, walk in a circle or with a sense of purpose;
physical movement grounds the practitioner and unifies the powers of body and soul. Also, pay attention to
your feelings with high regard during the casting. Last, while rhyming is not required, it assists with rhythm,
building momentum. Most important, rhyme adds beauty to the sound and feel of the spell.
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And by waning moon the Mage does rituals focused on reduction, disappearing disease, Bad Luck When we
are going further, Planetary Magic tells us that every day and every hour is assigned to specific planet. Helps
separate from people, habits, good for endurance: Power, self-confidence, vitality, money, health. Intuition,
family, relationships, changes, spirituality. Gives power to overcome obstacles, also accidents, it helps fast
decisions. Communication and the power to convince, perfect help by exams. For welfare through so-called
lucky chances, for acute lack of money and justice. Love magic, harmony, enjoyment, romantic passion,
delight, art and beauty. Maybe you will gain something much greater than that! White Magic To reach a goal
White Magic is not a profession but a mission. White Magic is the communication towards the dormant
powers within us. And this attention and awareness are energies. This topic is explained in detail in the
following books: When he was 16, he had already known that he was going to win Mr. Olympia, and then he
was going to act in movies and that afterwards he would help people as politician. He had completely clear
vision and he continually worked on fulfillment of his aims. You should just go inside of you to find out, why
you are here, what do you want and how you could reach it. And then you should spend every day, every
minute of your life to achieve your destiny. Continual learning is another important quality of great
personalities. Arnold Schwarzenegger or Bruce Lee if you want, have steadily learned from people, who were
in their profession better than themselves. Later they realized that it is worthy to learn also from people with
lower capabilities. White Magic goes even much deeper and deals with the things like: On the spiritual level
the karma is a principle of action and reaction. The law of action and reaction says that every action power
immediately produces equivalent reaction anti-power , which goes back to the producer of the action. This law
is valid not only in physics, but also in general. What we give, will be given back to us in a different time.
Chakras are "centers of power" or a vortex of energy in a subtle body. There is always a reason, why
somebody needs to sleep just few hours, while the other one sleeps for 10 hours and is still tired. For example
Albert Einstein sufficed with particularly short sleep. Why do we actually need a sleep? What you think today,
you become tomorrow. We can call this "something" or "someone" a spirit, a deity, an entity, or also an
energy form or an information with awareness. The effect is the same. This connection transforms our
consciousness and brings new information, awareness or knowledge. Invocation It is a procedure a ritual, spell
or prayer , which calls and draws energies into the own body. A mage tries to unify with certain energies. This
can be seen for example in Voodoo ceremonies, during which certain deities or spirits enter the body of
people. For example, in India, during religious ceremonies, names of Shiva or Krishna are reciting aloud. Or
in magic, a mage recites prayers to Gods, performs certain rituals and uses the analogy to make the invocation
stronger. Invocation is more suitable for beginners. There are several ways of invocation: More complex,
together with previous activities, a mage performs certain magical techniques, during which, through the
strong concentration, the consciousness of the mage merges with the chosen entity, they are in resonance, in
harmony. This is very similar to possession. Therefore, it is useful to invite to invocation also another person,
who will communicate and record the conversations with deity. To make this, a mage usually uses certain
tools for protection, like magical circle, candles, mantras or prayers. The entity, or demon, comes to the certain
place, which is always outside of the magical circle. By the evocation, a mage can hear some cracking sounds
and then a kind of fog, in which the entity manifest and takes a shape. So, if someone wants to call negative
entities, he should use evocation. It is not safe to invocate them, because they will possess the body of the
mage and in order to gain oneself back, exorcism is needed. Successful evocation needs to perform certain
steps. At the beginning, before the evocation, a mage has to prepare everything in advance. Then, a mage
starts with certain prayers or reciting certain names, using sigils etc. Then, you speak with the entity, you
present your desires or needs. At the end of evocation, it is necessary to thank the entity for coming, say
goodbye and return the entity to the sphere, it comes from. Evocation needs to make the immaterial entity
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visible. So, this technique is very energy demanding. Therefore, the most mages prefer invocation. Evocation
can be dangerous, so one has to carefully follow basic safety rules. Many modern mages uses for
communication with entities astral travels. This problem comes from the fact, that we are strongly influenced
by our own unconsciousness. Rhythmic breathing helps a mage to inhale more oxygen and to obtain more
energy as usual. This way, one can achieve a light trance state and the communication with immaterial world
will be easier. White Magic Altar and Ritual You should keep yourself to yourself while dealing with magical
practice! An altar is a place, where you practise your regular meditations and prayers. It is your personal
sanctuary. A special room for your magical work will be the best place. When you often exercise free rituals,
the altar can be portable. Create it according to your feelings. The more magical rituals you execute on your
altar, the more powerful place it will be. Therefore pay attention to aromatic substances, use pure essences, not
the synthetic ones. The White Mage, who works with analogies, comes out of the fact that similarities attract
each other. The reality is made of our materialized desires. One can achieve very much with targeted wishes,
sometimes a little bit of time is needed. A wish is the power of thoughts. Thoughts leads to the activity.
Activity leads to the reality. When a white mage changes his conscious, the reality changes. Positive examples
are evening prayer or meditation before bed. Without the supervision they could be very dangerous. When a
pupil is ready, the master will come by oneself. Until this happens, I recommend to say prayers and
affirmations and to call angels. To evoke deities and ghosts safely, an adept should not only read a lot, but also
meditate enough. There is a generally accepted opinion, that all thoughts in our heads were created personally
by us. But the truth is that thoughts came to us from 5 totally different sources. These 5 sources are even
furthermore divided as follows: God and his messengers angels, gurus and our soul. This source is absolutely
positive. From this source is coming love, big inspirations and also works in the form of books or beautiful
artworks. From this source draw inspiration many artists and scientists, and also people who do something
positive for another people; for example: Our false image who we are. It is the image that we are just this
body, feelings and thoughts. But all of them draw its existence from the soul, which is immortal. This source
feeds us often with fears and stress. It includes all we have read, radio, TV, friends, school, work, advertising.
This source can be good but also bad. It depends what kind of friends we have, what we have read, which
television programmes we have watched. Devil, Satan and his messengers. This is absolutely negative source.
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Chapter 5 : Spells - Real Magic Spells
! 1!! White Magic Spells White magic does not look for any kind of submission or power, and rather, it requests for
acceptance and understanding.

Love spells I, spellcaster Maxim, am excited to present to you my large collection of love spells that I never
stop expanding. The Love Spells section is a unique guide for everyone who wants to use magic to find true
love. It offers a large selection of love spells to cover the needs of clients with different levels of preparation.
It is no secret that one should study magic for a long time like any other art or science. In view of this I posted
some training materials in the Love Spells section for you to learn and gain knowledge and experience in
casting simple spells to make your dreams come true and live the life you want for a very long time. In this
section you can also find spells designed for people who are intermediate in magic, as well as some complex
spells that can be cast only by powerful magic practitioners. Each of the spells comes with a detailed
description and tips and clarifications to enable you to perform the rituals to the best of your ability, as well as
to evaluate your level of preparation. Black magic In this section I reveal some of the greatest secrets of black
magic. This section is about professional black magic and the people practicing it. It contains some truly
relevant and useful content for people who decided to become a black magic practitioner. I understand you
might be surprised to find information like this at a website about love magic. However, it is my strong belief
that we should always remember that people can face all kinds of problems and some of them cannot be
resolved without black magic. In addition, I make no secret of the fact that sometimes to build a happy future,
your past that you are tired of and that is making you unhappy needs to be destroyed, and this is exactly what
black magic is used for. Besides love rituals and spells to help you make your spouse stop cheating on you or
to reignite the spark in your relationship, there are spells designed to help you spot and break hexes,
health-improving rituals, as well as magical formulae and algorithms to help you get rich or end your bad luck.
However, you should always remember it is still black magic and use it with extreme caution. White magic
Where there is darkness, there should be light. So I had to create a section about white magic spells and fill it
with content. In this section you can find not only white magic love spells and rituals but also rituals to mend
broken relationships. According to many esoteric teachings, the more you want something, the easier it is to
get the strength to get it. However, they rarely mention that most people break basic laws of karma and the
Universe, which is why their energies are in such a poor state that none of their wishes can come true unless
professional magic spells are cast. With spells from my collection, you can make any dream you have come
true, including the dream of getting married, staying healthy and beautiful, living a long life, living a fun life,
or avoiding problems in life. Please review and try my spells and see it for yourself that all of them are
effective! Money spells I, spellcaster Maxim, put all money spells and rituals, as well as the rituals to beat
poverty and pay off debts in an individual section for a reason. People familiar with magic teachings and those
who consider themselves mystics know that money energies are a substance that exists in isolation from the
other energies, so special methods are needed for their attraction. Let me remind you that not all problems can
be solved only with a spell or a ritual. Many people need additional magic means to improve their financial
situation to the extent that others start to admire your wealth. These means include money amulets and
talismans that can be found at the appropriate section. Remind yourself once in a while that no person deserves
to be a loser and live in poverty all their life. So no matter how hard your life has been and how poor you are,
you can change it any time and live the life you want to live any time. Tarot reading With the articles that you
can find in the Tarot Reading section, you can learn to see your past, present and future. Some people think
knowing the past is useless and knowing the future is dangerous, but I disagree. By knowing the reasons why
you failed or were unhappy in the past, you can avoid it in the future, while knowing your future enables you
to control it. Life is not a straight road you cannot go off. It is a labyrinth. All kinds of meetings and events are
possible in life and it is the tarot cards that allow you not to miss them or give up when your happiness is just
one step away. When you learn how to read tarot cards, you will be the only person who can see in a sea of
blind people; or the only one with a flashlight while the rest are wandering in the dark. With tarot cards and
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the content presented in my articles you can analyze different periods of your life, see your future and change
your fate. There is also information about the methods to study karma and energies, as well as the methods to
find your true purpose in life. With my articles, you can look into the heart of any person and find out what
they really want, think and strive for. You can find out if the person you are with really loves you, as well as if
there are any ill-wishers among your friends. Professional magic will give you the power and wisdom to find
out the truth and make your dreams come true. This is what my website is about which content I keep
updating on a regular basis.
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Chapter 6 : White Magic Rituals and Spells- practical guide.
When people talk about white magic, then generally refer to healing and helping magic spells. Keeping your spellbook
color-coded, red for love spells, green for money, black for death and white for healing is fairly common but not required.

White magic and voodoo What is necessary to do before beginning of the ritual. There is of course the
perspective of a client, the first feeling and perspective of a mage, but this is not enough. It is essential to see
the things in wider perspective. It means that first of all, Magician has to find out the source of the problem
and this knowledge is basis for the decision, what type of ritual would be the best suited for the situation, and
what kind of solution would be the best. The personal conversations with a client help the mage to understand
problem in detail. The problem is always connected with the inner barrier of the client. For the problem
solving is necessary to know the client better. As the next step, the mage gains the information by asking an
oracle , making an astral trip or looking for answers in deep meditation. Astral trip is one of the first things.
Mage can understand and see there the source of things and problems very clearly. If somebody is not able to
make astral trip yet, he can use an oracle. It is good to manufacture them alone. First step is to make
connection with every rune; it means to put one drop of blood on every rune and to meditate every day with
one rune till the rune speaks to its master. Exact meaning of each symbol can be found in books about runes.
Till omens speak to the mage. Only then, the phase of ritual preparation starts. White magic and voodoo
Magic circle: At the beginning of every ritual is essential to make a magical circle. In order to do it properly,
first of all, one has to find out the exact positions of all four directions. If you are not sure, use compass. Start
every ritual with making a circle around you with your full concentration. Visualise strongly that you are in
the middle of golden ball or ball of pure light. This ball is impenetrable for all immaterial beings, ghosts! You
can mark the circle also physically with candles, chalk, salt or stones. This will help you to make it even
stronger. At the beginning, make a magic circle in clockwise direction. Then concentrate on purification of the
inner space of the circle. Raphael, yellow colour, God: Michael, red colour, God: Uriel, green colour, God:
Then, perform the chosen ritual for attracting of love, success or protection. When the ritual is over, thank all
good entities for their help and say farewell to all archangels. At the end perform cancelation ritual: Do you
need some help or do you have some problem? You can contact us here. They participate on the creation of
the universe. There are endless number of different angels. Every angel belongs to some group, or hierarchy of
angels with the similar frequency, type or character. They work also in our bodies: For performing proper
rituals, creating magic circles, it is essential to know them well and to be able to visualize them and know their
essence and powers. Your connection with them will be stronger, if you are inside pure and you call them with
love in your heart. Four Archangels Archangel Michael Michael is a name of the position in the angelic
hierarchy. In sanskrit "Maha" means powerful and "EL" means God. The same applies for ancient Egypt and
Judaism. Archangel Michael is the being of light and fire. The colour of his light is red. In order to call him,
you can use his red sigil. In the language of ancient egypt, his name was pronounced as follows: Kha, or also
Kha-Vir-El. Kha means desire, feeling and express love. He rules the water and all liquids. Archangel Gabriel
is the servant of the whole kingdom of psychical world. In order to call him, you can use his blue sigil. He is
the archangel of energy. Archangel Raphael, as the pure energy is violet. Violet is the mixture of red Michael
and blue Gabriel. It is natural, that his task is to create the communication platform between Michael and
Gabriel. The whole planet is his domain, because he rules the electromagnetic forces. In magic, the colour of
communication and air is yellow. In order to call him, you can use this yellow sigil. Sigil Raphael Archangel
Uriel Archangel Uriel, coordinates the work of all other angels inside the human body. In Egypt, they called
him Ur-Ra-El. Ur means universe, Ra is the word for the Sun. Together is means Universe â€” Sun - God.
Archangel Uriel balance the universal laws within every human beings. He maintains the harmony of all
substances. His colour of light is silver-white in all shades. In magic, he represents earth, which colour is
green. In order to call him, you can use this green sigil. Sigil Uriel There is one more angel, which influences
human beings. His name is Samael. He is not archangel, he is the angel of the matter. He represents Lucifer,
the archangel of light and the ruler of duality. Samael, gives us with cooperation with other archangels matter
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for our bones, flash and organs. Michael gives us physical heat and blood. Gabriel takes care of the body
liquids. Raphael gives us vitality and maintains good health. This process happens especially during the sleep.
Archangels restore in our bodies harmony and health. What we send out comes back to us. Or in the other
words, your surrounding is a reflection of yourself. We attract into our world people, situations and things
which we resonate with, ones that we vibrate on the same frequency. Our environment always shows what we
radiate. If someone is aggressive and full of hate, the surrounding will respond the same, one will barely
receive love. The cheaters will be cheated upon. Anyone who lives full of love and joy attracts situations that
bring him happiness and love. If somebody has a musical instrument like guitar, he knows this law quite well.
Do you need help with your problems? Please call us we are looking forward to helping you. The Law of
Karma Karma is a Sanskrit word and it means action but it also means that which is cause and effect. Every
process is a summary of action and reaction, which means that energy we send brings us causes since energy
never dies. What we send, come to us back. If we hit the wall, the wall will affect our hand in opposite
direction. So, we can say: The fate will decide of its own, when and how it will be. If we safe life to
somebody, somebody else will safe our life, too. From the karmic view, everything what happens in the world
makes sense and is logical. Which means that every thought, every emotion and all the actions are indelible
and they will return to us like a boomerang. All the bad life experiences are not the punishment from god but
serve us as part of our journey to an enlightenment and self-realization through our experiences and
knowledge.
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This sort of thinking makes things easier and it makes things clearer in terms of decision-making and possible
outcomes. In the case of magic, there are two forms that many believe to be the categories for spells: The
Practice of Positive Magic White magic is the practice of magic that is not for the self or for any malevolent
purpose. It is the use of magical powers to create something positive in the world, e. It is thought that the
world is inherently a positive place, and when you tap into the energy of the universe, you will be tapping into
the positive energies that already want to help the humans. Still others focus on the idea that white magic is
the magic that has clear and positive intentions. The user of white magic might want to make themselves more
effective or reach a higher spiritual plane as a part of their ritual workings. They use this magic to be better so
as to do better and be a better person. White Magic and the Goddess Others have pointed out that white magic
is often associated with the Goddess and her worship, as well as with the feminine. There are many examples
of white magic in fairy tales and stories, for example. The witch is the sweet grandmother or the one who
mothers characters in the stories. She is sweet and knowing and only uses magic to help create positive
outcomes. In addition, the concept of Mother Earth and white magic are often intertwined, as the magic to
support the earth is done to help create positive outcomes and healing. That is, you can send out positive
energy and intentions and then enjoy them coming back to you threefold. With a positive magical approach,
you have no fear of retribution or bad results, and you can feel in integrity with the work you are doing. You
can use white magic to better yourself, to heal yourself, or to bring love to yourself. In fact, you can use white
magic for nearly anything that you want to bring into your life, without having to say that you want to remove
anything from your life. In this positive magic, you can simply call into yourself the power of the universe to
improve your life, and then you can enjoy the positive results. Others also include dream interpretation,
fortune telling, and healing as parts of the practice of white magic. Tapping into the energy of the universe for
positive interactions is a positive thing. Not everyone believes that white magic is the best approach, and they
are welcome to that opinion. However, if you are interested in bettering yourself and bettering the world
around you, white magic is the path that can help you â€” without harming anyone or anything in the process.
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White magic charms or spells are often highly personal, so you may want to create your own, which will allow you to
address needs not specifically stated in an average spell. Your belief in your spell is the best assurance of success.

Reach out to friends and relatives. Someone from your past may reappear. With support you will weather this
difficult moment and find success. You may feel overloaded with responsibilities right now. Various modes of
communication keep you connected with those individuals on your mind. Watch your words when you
interact to avoid awkward situations. Professional and personal communication will be fruitful and possibly
emotional. A parent may need or offer assistance. Take time to get domestic affairs in order. The kingdom of
heaven is not a place, but a state of mind. As every divided kingdom falls, so every mind divided between
many ideas confounds and saps itself. Networking is key today. Enjoy the moment and savor good company.
You will feel like networking, sharing new idea or performing service work for your community. Let go of
grudges, stay focused and you will enjoy revelry and new opportunities. Enjoy yourself but avoid gambling
and risky decisions. Make time for romance too, as a relationships may require more time and attention from
you. Attend to them rather than trying to avoid them. Introspection could be helpful now. Take care to avoid
alcohol and other vices, and do not drink and drive. Spend time with family and loved ones. Make the best of
the situation and enjoy food, shows, or concerts with friends and family. The health problems of someone
close to you may be on your mind. Voice your concerns and listen to ideas offered. Start the day on a positive
note and the best will come your way. Remember that the ultimate measure of an individual is how they
respond in times of challenge and controversy. You are about to witness some success, perhaps extra income.
Be diplomatic in your relationships, especially with siblings. Clubs or groups offer you a chance to express
your creative side. The connections you make now we help you in the future. Concentrate on your job and
avoid getting embroiled in several activities at the same time. Stay focused on the big picture. Work will be
entertaining and engrossing today, with goals within reach. You feel productive and capable of finish all tasks
at hand. Spend your energy addressing the complexities of relationships. Seek the advice of your significant
other or close companions. An elder, perhaps a grandmother or grandmotherly figure, will play an important
role in the day. Weigh your options thoroughly before committing. Adjusting your monthly expenses should
solve the majority of your problems. Planning is bringing the future into the present so that you can do
something about it NOW. You are ready to be alone with your thoughts. Take time to re-charge and resolve
your current worries. Debts or recent expenditure may be causing you stress. Try meditation or dream
journaling. Look for answers in quiet, contemplative spaces. In the right mood, life is a party. Spending time
with loved one occupies much of your time. Advice from others help you achieve your true potential. You
realize that you already have everything that you need to be successful in your endeavors. Keep tabs on time
as you immerse in chit chat, books, games, movies and online world. You may feel pulled in new spiritual
directions. Listen to what a mentor or teacher has to offer. A father or father figure may play a role in building
up your joy and enthusiasm. Exercise restraint and control your temper to protect recent gains. Your emotions
rule your head and family matters may outweigh work concerns. A return to the past may summon nostalgia.
You may feel moody and insecurity. Take time for yourself to think, rethink and solve internal problems. If
not committed, now may be the time to take that step. If feeling stressed, solicit the help of others. Relax and
let yourself enjoy the small things in life. You have been working hard. Now is an ideal moment for rest and
introspection. The loneliness you may be feeling at present is only temporary. Address worries and health
concerns now and you will find lighter days ahead. Only you can decide if the glass is half empty or half full.
Be flexible in your outlook. What seems like an obstacle may be an opportunity in disguise. Getting in shape
will be satisfying and will make you feel great! PISCES February 19 - March 20 This may feel like a time of
restrictions or complications, as you wait on finances and have complex matters to attend to at home. Good
fortune waits for you as well as possible travel. Communicate with loved ones as often as you can, by any
means available. They will be glad to hear from you whatever you have to say. Professionally, this is one of
the best days of the month for you. Listen to others as they have valuable insights and opportunities to offer. If
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you are warm and receptive others will be eager to help. A rise in rank may be on its way. Share your
excitement and happiness with loved ones at home. Enjoy your newfound success. A time to rock and roll,
throw a party, invite friends and reignite the passions and desires. Be careful not to get carried away,
especially with drugs, alcohol or sex. You may be both excited and anxious about a new relationship in the
making. Spend time with family and children too, as the stars indicate a hectic week ahead.
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Yes, I completely agree: Many of them are packed away in boxes from my last move. And frankly, many of
them are something less than ideal in terms of actual working knowledge of love spells that really work. I will
try to help you avoid wasting your time on those and only include the most powerful love spells that really
work. Do love spells really work? These love spells do. As to the links, I will endeavor to only include love
spell white magic books that you can actually own though some may only be had from resellers as opposed to
some of the witch craft love spells I have that are out of print. The list is presented with links to a known
source that provides no commission to Spells and WitchCraft since we are a not for profit website dedicated to
teaching the Wiccan Way. In each case, I will try to provide a direct link to the book on Amazon. Carl
Weschcke of Llewwllyn is one of us. And though it is a little more difficult ordering books from him you will
be supporting an essential source for love spells for now and in the future. For all those like myself raised in a
Christian family this book will come as a revelation. Mark deals with the myth, the symbolism, and the
metaphor of Jesus without spoiling them. Ideal for the someone new to the Craft and perhaps a little afraid of
invoking the wrong kinds of energies. Not just a great, easy to do, collection of love spells but also spells for
money and happiness--all in one inexpensive little book. Simple Spells for Love: Ancient Practices for
Emotional Fulfillment by Barrie Dolnick Barrie uses everyday examples of love attraction and romantic
ceremony that are a part of our culture since time everlasting. Love here is treated as magic in itself. Ideal for
the more practical witch who uses herbs and potions rather than arcane magic. This book has over good spells
including one to find out what or who an old lover is doing and to bring a loving pet into your life. Utterly
honest and captivating, LaSara FireFox banishes the damaging misconceptions and shame often associated
with female sexuality and sheds light on what it truly means to be a Sexy Witch. But Skye is a real witch with
a long pedigree. So, if you want great results and you happen to be new at witchcraft this is the book for you.
Watts I was given this little gem by a friend. I was pleased to discover not only love charms but also
techniques to enflame passion. A great gift for anyone, not just Wiccans. If you get this book and have success
please email me. If you only have room in your collection for one book of love spells, this is it. Included are
simple candle spells and more complex workings for the adept. Besides the spells, this book includes a set of
talisman cards to cast spells with and for divination. No other ingredients needed here.
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